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A Nation Divided,
A Nation Reunited; and the first steps
on the path to full citizenship
for all Americans
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The United States as
we know it today
began not with the
revolution of 1776,
but rather with
the new nation that
emerged from the
American Civil War.
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“The Civil War Sesquicentennial marks a critical anniversary
in our nation’s history. Let’s seize this special opportunity to
engage our visitors to reflect and discover the war’s meaning
and relevance in their lives today!
				

David Vela, Regional Director

NPS Vision
for the Sesquicentennial

As steward of significant Civil War era battlefields
and related sites, the National Park Service must be
the leader in commemorating one of America’s most
defining national struggles and the impact of that
struggle on present day America.
The National Park Service is highly regarded for
skillfully telling the story of the war itself;
the battles and tactics; who succeeded and
who failed. In keeping with the principles of
, NPS stories must
also address the war’s causes and consequences.
In particular, the NPS will address the institution of
slavery as the principal cause of the Civil War, as well as
the transition from slavery to freedom—after the war—
for the 4 million previously enslaved African Americans.
The Service must introduce the people of the battlefront
and homefront, who they were, and how they lived.
Through the commemoration, the National Park
Service will provide the nation an opportunity to
reflect upon this momentous event within an
environment that is inclusive and contemplative.
Collaborating with partners and communities, the NPS
has a great opportunity to touch millions of Americans
including those who, with a little help, can find
meaning where they thought there was none.

The Southeast Region proposes the following

Goal:
How can we make the Civil War
Sesquicentennial relevant to
today’s audiences?

The issues at the heart of the war 150 years ago remain
relevant today: legal and social equality, the role of
the federal government, how divergent views are
reconciled in a democracy, preservation of the Union,
new birth of freedom, and the question of attaining equal
rights for African Americans and all other citizens.
Move Beyond
The Battlefield
Continue to broaden the story to
address these larger economic, social,
and political issues and offer parallels
to the issues of today.

Shiloh National Military Park

Include civilian experience
and perspectives.
Provide a more complete context
for the war and its aftermath,
from Reconstruction through
the present day.

Offer Unmatched
Visitor Experiences
Invite people to the best places to
understand the war – where it
happened. Deliver meaningful
opportunities to debate the events
of the Civil War, the Reconstruction
Era, the Civil Rights Movement, and
their significance today.

Reach Out
Engage multiple and diverse
audiences through a broad range
of media and learning opportunities.
Serve as a respected, reliable
source of diverse perspectives on
the war and its lasting effects.

Create A Lasting Legacy
Invest in the interpretation,
acquisition and preservation of
these treasured landscapes important
to the Civil War broader story and
the scholarship and technology to
share the story and its
lessons worldwide.
Increase Americans’ awareness
of their National Parks, the work
of the NPS in their communities,
and instill a lifelong desire to
experience these special places.

Ensure all visitor media
are up-to-date.
Create new approaches to help
audiences connect to the story.

Fort Sumter National Monument

Corinth Contraband Camp,
Shiloh National Military Park

Strategies:
How will we achieve our goal?
Cumberland Gap National Historical Park

Park and Partner
Operations/Enlightenment
Get back to basics in interpreting our mission.
Reinforce solid interpretive skills with
increased training and evaluation.
Ensure that each park has well developed
interpretive themes and plans that are
reviewed periodically.
Use social science and demographic studies
as a means to establish relevancy with our
visitors and constituents. One example is linking
with AARP, taking advantage of expertise and
marketing potential.
Partner actively with National Heritage Areas
in conducting and promoting interpretive
programs and events. Share information,
ideas and resources.
Encourage our historians, interpreters and
partners to seek out collaborative inclusion
of untold or hidden stories.
Seek support of Regional Leadership Team to
prioritize OFS requests for Civil War-related
parks throughout the 150th.

Technology/Media
Develop a traveling exhibit to be used across
parks, perhaps multiple copies.
Establish a task force including representation
from IT, historians, interpretation and cultural
resource management to aggressively expand
web and social media efforts.

Add server capacity where necessary to
handle huge digital needs associated with
150th data sharing.

Education
Create a shared OFS request for
Education Coordinator positions to be
placed in several parks.
Develop and/or partner on scholarly
symposia hosted in our parks.
Establish a region-wide or even nationwide
Civil War Teacher- Ranger-Teach program.
Link educational standards in civics,
government, citizenship, women’s studies,
social policy and the Constitution with
Civil War themes.

Lands
Create PMIS projects for landscape
restoration at our battlefields.
Identify Civil War lands and sites and prioritize
for acquisition through a Civil War Sites Survey.
Establish a process to quickly update
existing Special Resource Studies, amend
General Management Plans and provide
boundary adjustments.
Work boldly with the Civil War Preservation
Trust, the Trust for Public Lands, and the
American Battlefield Protection Program to
identify and market the most critical lands
and sites that need protection. Acquire
lands aggressively.

Work with WASO Office of Information to
develop an interactive, user-friendly website
linking parks with Civil War themes.
Establish a Civil War heritage-type trail linking
involved parks. Promote this with a publication
and through the NPS web.

Stones River National Battlefield

Vicksburg National Military Park

Action
Items:
What activities will we

support together Regionwide
and Servicewide?

Special Programming
“Let’s all stay involved and make this
Sesquicentennial relevant, fun and
memorable for us employees and
volunteers as well as the visiting public.”

Special events will take place almost daily
during the Sesquicentennial. These include
reenactments, theatrical events, concerts,
TV documentaries, symposia, focus groups,
cell phone tours, GPS touring, history camps
additional ranger-led activities, etc.

Don Wollenhaupt
Chief of Interpretation and Education

Signature Events
Some special events will be larger in scale
and feature dignitary involvement, reaching higher
numbers of visitors. These will be considered
Signature Events. The National Committee has
identified 13 Signature Events which will happen
in the course of the Commemoration. Several
will occur during each of the four years, hosted
by various parks. The National Heritage Areas
will also conduct a series of Signature Events
throughout the Commemoration.

Publications And Exhibits
Individual parks and partners will create a
number of publications and exhibits for the 		
commemoration. However, the following will 		
be available to all.
The National Committee will produce a Civil War
Handbook for the Sesquicentennial written by Civil
War authors and NPS historians. Each region will
contribute funds to this effort and the handbook
will be available as a sales item through
Eastern National.
The Southeast Region will create two
publications. One will address the military history
of the Civil War in the South and the other
will investigate the issue of Slavery and
the Civil War.

Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park

Website
The WASO Office of Information will create and
maintain a website for the Sesquicentennial,
www.nps.gov/civilwar,
which will be a powerful means of sharing
NPS and partner efforts with the public
and the education community.
It will feature a Master Calendar of Events,
Special Exhibits, links to National Park Sites,
National Heritage Areas, State and partner
sites and other valuable references.
It will include podcasts, vodcasts, and other
tools to tell both the well known and
the untold stories of the Civil War. Related
tourism strategies will be addressed at
www.nps.gov/tourism.
Fort Pulaski National Monument

The Southeast Region will produce a
portable exhibit panel announcing the
Sesquicentennial for each of the Civil Warrelated sites. Each park will have the
opportunity to produce a companion panel
specific to their sites.

Kennesaw Mountain National
Battlefield Park

Legacy:
What do we want to

leave behind when
the commemoration is over?
At it’s most fundamental level, when
the Sesquicentennial is complete, the citizens of
this nation should have been challenged to consider
how their lives, and their own American Experience,
have been shaped by this signature period of American
history. Thus, we have the opportunity for the Civil
War-related parks to continue and to be preserved
for future generations.

The Southeast Region has a special
responsibility to interpret serious
messages, including slavery, due to
the purpose, significance, and primary
themes of so many of its parks.
Over 20 of the sites in the region
are Civil War related.
Keep the battlefields as sacred ground
and honor the memory of those who
served and died there.
Identify the importance of the war in
the path of our nation’s development to date.
Discuss the issue of slavery and
the concept of liberty.
Tell the untold stories of the home front.
Enlighten Park Operations
Use Emerging Technologies
Develop and Uphold Education Standards
Provide Outreach through Education
Coordinator Positions
Preserve as many Civil War lands as possible
Andersonville National Historic Site

